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Abstract       Though the popular ballad of Mioriţa is one of the main national 
identity axes and a strong Romanian cultural brand, its impact on national 
culture apparently skipped the field of landscape architecture. The study aims 
to identify connections between the national ballad and specific landscapes, 
based on the presumption that landscapes affect cultural identity, as well as 
civilization determines landscape character. The landscape-ballad ‘symbiosis’ 
is analyzed on different levels, by scientific and hermeneutic means: 
psychological (landscape psychology); functional-semantic (landscape and 
rural heritage); formal (poem and landscape aesthetics); hermetic (folklore 
mysticism and landscape symbolism). The reference landscape of the study 
is located in Vrancea Mountains – particularly in Soveja region, where the 
ballad was first documented in 1846 by Alecu Russo. The folklore-landscape 
connection is investigated by transforming both analysis indicators into 
memes and by comparing their match. As a result, valuable memes are 
selected and they are proposed to form the basis of a cultural landscape 
preservation program.   
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Owing to its shallow and fractured history of 

professional landscaping, Romania lacks an authentic 

national character description in this domain. No 

exclusive cultural protected landscapes are defined and 

contemporary landscape designs follow foreign 

cultural trends, since the very few historic landscape 

references on parks and gardens are obsolete and 

created at their largest extent by foreign landscape 

architects. This national identity crises, similar to 

Noica's onthologic dilemmas on Romanian self-

consciousness (3, p. 193-226) triggers social, 

economic, pedagogic and even environmental impacts 

in connection with landscape architecture. Poor 

national references involve inadequate messages 

endorsed on public landscapes, low quality of life in 

connection to landscape resources affects work 

productivity on national scale, low accessibility of 

landscape guide-marks limit urban population – 

including students – territory appropriation and young 

landscape engineers and architects are demotivated up 

to emigration concerns. 

Mioritic space as it was defined in Lucian Blaga's 

philosophy (7) is one of the basic elements of national 

identity. Through scientific and hermeneutic analysis, 

this study is focused on pointing out the connections 

between Mioriţa – as the popular ballad discovered by 

Alecu Russo in mid 19
th

 century – and the landscape of 

the area in which this folklore masterpiece was 

documented for the first time. 

 

 

 

Materials and Methods 
 

The mutual impact of environmental factors and 

cultural form, especially folklore, is documented by 

cultural anthropology (13) and cultural landscape 

study, mainly in the matter of associative cultural 

landscapes (1). 

One might consider the two as resonating strings, 

responding also – on different scales (of space and 

time) to outer environment vibrations. Occasionally 

outer noises jeopardize this polar system, inducing 

incompatible vibrations onto the once harmonic string 

duet.  

According to Richard Dawkins, memes are units of 

imitation (…) such as tunes, ideas, catch-phrases, 

clothes fashions, ways of making pots or of building 

arches.(…) Memes propagate themselves in the meme 

pool by leaping from brain to brain via a process 

which, in a broad sense, can be called imitation.(8; 

p.192). This cybernetics theory depicts Mioriţa’s 

success as meme high survival value, resulting from its 

great psychological appeal (8, p.193).  

This study interprets the connection of poem and 

landscape using meme theory. Civilization turns place 

into landscape following a mutual induction 

phenomenon, which can be described as memetic 

resonance. To illustrate this, the ballad and the site are 

analyzed by the same set of criteria, aiming to derive 

out of each the corresponding memes. These will result 

in a table that should support the cultural character 

definition of the identified landscape. 

Site identification criteria, resulting from the text of the 

ballad were interpreted as following: 
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o The three shepherd's nationalities – 

Moldavian, Hungarian and Vrancea originated – 

indicate a cultural interference zone on the 

transhumant moving of flocks, most probably in a 

non-Vrancea inhabited area, such as Soveja.  

o The picior de plai motif indicates a sub-alpine 

area; this geographic landscapes were considered 

by Lucian Blaga the birth place of Mioriţa, while in 

a previous work, the author associated them to  

Romanian Orthodox church identity (14); 

o Gură de rai formula can be interpreted 

metaphorically – indicating a rich, safe place, 

according to Christian tradition of Heaven – or ad 

literam, involving by Eugen Simion a reference to 

Răiuț  mountain – a sunny hill in the 

neighborhoods of Soveja – where the ballad was 

found by Alecu Russo; 

o The common descendant movement of the 

shepherds (se cobor la vale) indicates a usual route 

of flocks, possibly in the neighborhoods of a winter 

refuge – a village; 

o The language of the initial variant of the 

ballad is literary Romanian – similar to the 

language in Dâmboviţa County and, uniquely, in 

Soveja commune, since in the 14
th

 century its 

territory was colonized by peasants fleeing from 

Rucăr and Dragoslavele villages of Dâmboviț a. 

Thus, the territory affected to this study was considered 

to be Zboina Neagră mountain area – including the 

nearby Soveja village and the ruins of the monastery 

where the ballad was revealed to Russo. This area is 

included in the cultural landscape of the historic 

province The Land of Vrancea (23, p. 74). 

The Middle Ages are considered to be the most 

important period in Mioriţa’s evolution, based on 

Adrian Fochi‟s theories (9), even if the birth place of 

Mioriţa, according to the author, is set away in Rarău 

Mountains region, the folkloric motif is considered to 

have reached Vrancea via Transylvanian shepherds. 

Regional history might have been decisive for the plot 

theme:  

- the Hungarian regulations aimed to prevent flock 

grazing damages on field cultures in Transylvania 

forced shepherd emigration, thus increasing 

competition over pastures in low agricultural 

productivity mountain regions; 

- the semi-autonomous political and administrative 

status of The Land of Vrancea in connection to 

Moldova, should have been the source of 

interethnic tensions – especially in the catholic 

activism period, when Hungary supported 

Milcovia catholic out-post in Moldova, and 

Vrancea communes were possibly under its 

suzerainty (21). 

An extensive knowledge of nature, specific to 

shepherds, is likely to have been a determinant cultural 

asset (5) for the authors of Mioriţa.  

The formal, semantic and metaphoric aspects are 

interpreted on the basis of specific domains: 

- The Land of Vrancea‟s landscape aesthetics rely 

on the economic, social and finally the cultural 

valuation of its geographic features, since 

aesthetic judgement is connected with art rather 

than with nature (22); 

- The aesthetic consciousness that Mioriţa is based 

upon derives from nature by myth, therefore 

cultural landscape‟s patterns should have been 

used in the ballad aesthetic construct, pointing on 

two major categories, the tragic and the sublime:  

o According to Friedrich Nietzsche‟s 

theory on art development as 

Apollonian-Dionysian complementarity 

(18), the suffering of Dionysus is the 

basic expression of tragedy (18); the 

tragedy expressed in Mioriţa is 

explained by Lucian Blaga‟s 

philosophical conception of ontological 

polar horizons – human condition relies 

on both the concrete horizon of the 

physical world as well as on that of 

mystery, creation and spirit (6): the 

Moldavian shepherd is tragically pushed 

towards death as this should be his only 

way of keeping his humanity untouched; 

relying exclusively on spirit, he heads 

onto the mystery where death is 

weeding, not termination. 

o The sublime is opposed to tragedy in 

Nietzsche‟s interpretation: the theme of 

the poem – the death-weeding 

contradiction – being the drama engine; 

this Baroque-like adjacency of tragic 

and sublime triggers most of the 

emotional energy about Mioriţa. Still, 

according to Harmann, the tragic 

aesthetics is a particular form of the 

sublime.  

o To identify tragedy in landscape one 

should look for a sense of destiny: land 

purpose turns space into landscape, by 

referencing it to humanity.  

o According to Kant, the sublime is a 

negative pleasure, relying on the feeling 

of respect. Landscape sublime as 

overwhelming majesty is essentially 

subjective. Freedom and sacredness are 

associated with respect, and they are 

considered as basis of landscape 

correspondence (memes). 

- a particular aesthetic impact of plai landscape in 

the poem of Mioriţa is rhythm (4): “space” 

feeling (landscape) is considered articulated in 

music (idem.) as well as in poetry by means of 

dynamics – force lines and rhythm are the two 

major pillars of dynamic tension in landscape 

perception as well as in the case of Miorita;  

o the placement of shepherd settlements, 

as Blaga noticed, marks landscape 
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peaks, also inducing interest towards up 

and down undulating hill-line dynamics; 

this landscape constant (formal identity 

meme) is reflected as “never-ending-

story” motif in folkloric poetry – the 

theme of destiny, the tragic impact of 

Miorita‟s aesthetics, are only stances of 

the “infinity” meme. Settlement 

placements are obviously anthropic 

interventions in landscape: their 

placement is determined by 

environmental factors such as hill-side 

orientation toward the sun, nearby water 

source, distance from the forest – which 

determines in a great measure wild 

carnivores attack risks inflicted on sheep 

flocks. Constant and gentle hill 

undulations induce landscape travelers 

the recall of the metrical structure of the 

poem 

- Human scale is a meme found in landscape as 

well as in the ballad form; it is based on 

perception in terms of time, space, meaning and 

spiritual depth; 

- the psychological impact of Mioriţa is affected by 

the social conditions under which aesthetic 

judgements are made (22), regarding both the 

birth and the perception of the poem : 

o the nation state concept creation in the 

19
th

 century is the key historical moment 

in Miorita interpretation:  

 The creation of the poem is disputed among 

specialists – for this study, the Middle Ages are a 

general choice,  before nation concept spread 

throughout Europe: social segregation was based on 

economic competition over grazing resources, 

religion – Hungarian and Cumaian people from 

Moldova were Catholics, while Vrancea (or rather 

Varancha) populations and native Moldavians 

shared the Byzantine Orthodox faith; political 

tensions – owed in a large amount to the geo-

strategic position of the Land of Vrancea, in a 

naturally protected area at the intersection of the 

three Romanian historic provinces – which was the 

scene of century-lasting territorial disputes among 

Moldova, The Romanian Land and the Hungarian 

empire . 

 The ballad discovery took place only two 

years before the 1848 revolutions – the Bassarabian 

Alecu Russo being at the time in political exile in 

Soveja monastery, two years later he would play an 

active role on the side of the reformers.  

 After its publication in the 19
th

 century, owed 

to Vasile Alecsandri, the ballad was promoted as a 

national symbol in the context preceding the Small 

Union and the birth of the first authentic Romanian 

national state. It is not casual that the legendary 

figure of Mos Ion Roata – the peasant who reached 

in the first National Assembly – was native from 

Campuri, the closest village in the neighborhood of 

Soveja, and that the first capital of the new-born 

Romania was set at Focsani – the main urban 

settlement in the vicinity of the Land of Vrancea. 

- function and semantics are derived from  

landscape analysis (rural heritage being object to 

further valuation proposals): 

o landscape functioning – seen as chronological 

rhythm and spatial patterns – require a territorial 

scale analysis;  

o Miorita epic plot links to specific moments 

and spatial states. 

- Landscape and poetic forms are aesthetically 

resonant, which can be illustrated by musical 

memes (patterns): rhythm, chromatics and 

syncopation, counterpoint etc 

- Idiomatic character is exposed through 

hermeneutic approaches: 

o Landscape elements – such as mountains and 

hills, forests and clearings, wildlife, species of trees 

and shrubs, the Moon and the Sun – are referenced in 

local (agricultural) mythology (7) on the basis of 

human activity impact: walking the 30
o
 Vrancea hill 

slopes is an experience with a spiritual meaning 

different from that of struggling against a steep 

mountain side, just as descending on a sheep flock 

movement route from Zboina Neagra mountain is 

rather associated to continuity concept – also referred 

to by hill traveling –  than it would have been 

climbing into the wilderness of the mountain; human 

footprint on Vrancea landscape bears in the case of 

Miorita a spiritual load: 

Iata vin in cale 

Se cobor la vale 

Trei turme de miei (…) 

The semio-sphere concept concludes all the cultural 

(informational) connections between Mioriţa and the 

Land of Vrancea (cultural) landscape (12); based on a 

semio-sphere that might formally be referred to as 

Miorita-sphere, it turns out that landscape and poem 

make up only the kernel of a wider cultural cell, also 

including life-style, social psychology constants, 

language, administrative traditions, political thought 

etc. Within Miorita-sphere all these elements are 

interdependent and changing one impacts the whole 

system.  

The „cell membrane‟ is described by Yuri Lotman, the 

creator of the semio-sphere concept, as following: the 

border of semiotic space is the most important 

functional and structural position, giving substance to 

its semiotic mechanism. The border is a bilingual 

mechanism, translating external communications into 

the internal language of the semio-sphere and vice 

versa. (…) When the semio-sphere identifies itself with 

the assimilated “cultural” space, and the world which 

is external to itself (…) then the spatial distribution of 

semiotic forms takes the following shape in a variety of 

cases: a person who, by virtue of particular talent … 

or type of employment … belongs to two worlds, 
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operates as a kind of interpreter, settling in the 

territorial periphery …whilst the sanctuary of 

“culture” confines itself to the deified world situated at 

the centre (16). 

 In the case of Miorita-sphere, the border can be 

described by memes. 

 

 

Results 
Soveja cultural landscape identity parameters are 

interpreted as ballad meme matches. 

A detailed investigation of mimetic resonance of ballad 

and landscape is presented below (table 1). The 

investigated memes are rhythm features in the case of 

the landscape and their correspondence in the poem‟s 

prosody.

 

 

Table 1 

Memetic correspondences between Mioriţa and Soveja landscape 

THE BALLAD OF MIORIŢA – PROSODY CULTURAL LANDSCAPE IN SOVEJA REGION 

Rhythm: trochee metrical foot is specific to Romanian 

folkloric ballads (stressed – unstressed syllable): vitality 

suggestion; key-words valuation: 

trei turme de miei 

Cu trei ciobanei 

Enhances the impact of trei  - three – which is obviously 

a number of spiritual load 

Built in 1645, Soveja monastery, also remembered as 

Dobromirna – carries the trinity concept (as a key of 

Christian identity, but with much deeper cultural 

roots) within its architecture; it is placed in a specific 

territorial context, on an ancient mountain road 

connecting the Romanian provinces; the terrain 

profile of the site recalls the poem‟s metrical foot: 

serpentine road; river-bed and inter-fluve; on a wider 

scale, alternant hill-valley pattern 

 

 
Fig. 1:Terrain profiles through Dragomirna Monastery – the ancient spiritual center of the region 

 

Figure 1 illustrates the rhythm meme as expressed in 

the landscape profiles (red, purple and orange) crossing 

the Dobromirna monastery landmark (on border 

between Dragosloveni and Soveja villages). For 

readability reasons, the hights were scaled four times 
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the lengths. Administrative limits of Soveja commune 

are presented as thick red lines. 

A meme‟s sustainability relies on its quality 

parameters: longevity, fecundity and copying fidelity 

(8; p.194). Mioriţa therefore should be a successful 

meme group considering its Middle Ages folkloric 

past, its over 1600 variants (10) that triggered great 

deal of impact on official culture ever since its 

„discovery‟ in 19
th

 century. Yet, the fidelity issue is 

close to a turning point: 

- economic and administrative changes in the 

1990‟s have triggered important social and 

cultural impacts on the communities of the Land 

of Vrancea; 

- the human impact on local landscape changed 

along, triggering structural landscape change; 

- local environment-related memes are changing 

fast, fracturing connections with the local 

folklore; 

- Mioriţa’s further evolution seems to be losing its 

original landscape support – the Mioritic space 

(4) is crumbling together with local identity; 

- Further propagation of Mioriţa memes might 

therefore remain an artificial and nostalgic act, 

restricted exclusively to literary form 

- National identity will be consequently affected, 

before even it ever had the opportunity to be 

reflected in authentic Romanian landscape 

architecture; disrupted from its environmental 

relationship, Romanian folklore is also in danger 

of sharing Apache culture faith (13). 

In order to mitigate this scenario, complex cultural 

landscape conservation measures need to be 

considered. 

Landscape restoration and cultural preservation 

concept:  

- The apparent passiveness of the shepherd facing 

death, as interpreted by Steinhardt (20, p.349) 

reveals a particular fate-breaking strategy, by 

assuming the unavoidable as spiritual experience. 

Following this aspect of the epic folkloric poem, 

landscape restoration and preservation should 

enhance natural tendencies revealed within the 

target-landscape with spiritual meanings. To 

prepare this, landscape history of human support 

should be interpreted as a cyclic graph, where 

spiritual attributes increase their impact beneath 

the time axis, determining graph re-launch to 

positive values of system resurrection; 

- The source of the spiritual attributes on landscape 

is the object of proposal studies, but landscape 

major structures should be the first to be taken 

into account, mainly for their wider time-scale 

cycles : land-form, climate and waters are less 

susceptible of obvious decay than forest, pasture 

or settlements 

- the spiritual fulfillment should be transmuted 

from large to small scale components of  

landscape, in terms of space and time, aiming to 

continue the natural cycle of landscape. 

- Landscape concept (15) of further cultural 

landscape restoration should support all the major 

memes defining the Miorita-sphere. 

- Local identity association with the national theme 

of Miorita involves the quest of rescuing the 

present interest for the matter. Despite the fact 

that national identity is a long-run asset of 

civilization development, the present of 

nationalism potential in Soveja is not 

encouraging – national pride is associated with a 

passeistic blaze state.  Its revitalization must re-

associate it with hope. This keyword of Soveja 

landscape restoration can support various 

directions: spiritual hope, social and 

psychological hope, up to material progress.  

 

Conclusions 
 

- According to UNESCO World Heritage cultural 

landscapes definitions, Ţara Vrancei landscape is 

as an associative cultural landscape, therefore 

being object to religious, artistic and cultural 

associations (1).  

- Based on cultural anthropology, the organic 

connection between Mioriţa and landscape 

character is assumed to influence folkloric 

diversity. This can affect the future expression of 

Mioriţa motif, therefore landscape quality decay 

possibly determining Mioriţa devaluation.  

- Folklore is a possible buffer between social 

development and landscape change.  

- The aesthetic restoration of Tara Vrancei cultural 

landscape should target the complementary 

aspects of Miorita-sphere: 

o Geographic landscape restoration should 

use the Mioriţa-originated memes in 

order to further propagate environmental 

and cultural territorial patterns, for 

landscape change can alter Mioriţa 

aesthetic perception  

o The economic and social use (22)  

o The epistemological failure (17) of 

contemporary and future society 

regarding the aesthetical evaluation of 

the cultural landscape should be 

approached by national education and 

tourism policies 

- Further research could test the correspondence of 

Miorita-sphere memes on wider areas, following 

the suggestions of Adrian Fochi regarding the 

issue of the ballad motif propagation (9). 
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